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Abstract
Microgrids with penetration of renewables is imposing new challenges for system
protection. Renewables are characterized with high source impedance which limit the
short circuit current. The value of short-circuit current is limited due to converters
used which limit the current to a maximum of 1.1 to 1.5 times maximum rated
load current. This can result in faults during the islanded mode of microgrid to go
unnoticed if the relay settings are not adapted to account for it. The presence of such
uncleared faults in the microgrid can result in exposing it to overcurrent for a long
time which can damage the equipment. One solution is to have different protection
element pickup settings for different modes of operation. This report discusses the
development of an algorithm to switch these settings upon microgrid state changes
and test the algorithm using OPAL-RT hardware in loop real-time testing with SEL351S relay as the hardware.
Adaptive settings group change algorithm depending on the microgrid state is the
base case that this project is build on. A novel algorithm approach for dynamic
settings change is developed which doesn’t require a settings group change. This
algorithm overcomes the drawback of settings group change method. The algorithm
was developed on SEL-351S Relay and tested in real time using OPAL-RT on an IEEE
5-bus system which was modified into a microgrid. The algorithm implemented here
using SEL-351S relay is limited to only four group settings. Thus, an algorithm for
SEL-451 relay is also discussed as a future implementation which is limited to number
of input contacts if hardwired or limited to bits if remote bits are used.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

An increase in demand for energy due to industrial development, rise in population,
and other factors has resulted in an increased load factor. Power system reliability
issues arise from this high load demand which is a big issue. Gap between supply and
demand of electricity results in large number of outages and blackouts in the grid all
over the world which has a huge impact on the economy [1]. The rising cost of fuel,
low generation efficiency and environmental pollution have forced the governments
and other private agencies all over the world to increase the penetration of Distributed
Energy Resources(DER) in the power grid to meet the rising demand of energy. Solar,
Wind, Energy Storage,etc. are considered as the main DER’s. Intermittent operation
and low power generation capacity per unit of these DER’s has motivated to combine
them to form small grids called as ‘Microgrids’ [1].

1

1.1

Problem Statement

A microgrid is similar to a traditional distribution system but has DER added to it.
Microgrids can operate in grid-connected or islanded modes depending on the power
demand and local source generation. The conventional distribution systems can be
converted into microgrids by adding DER and a circuit breaker with protection and
control to serve as a Point of Common Coupling. Since the system is no longer
passive and radical, these microgrids come with their set of protection challenges and
conventional protection strategies become inadequate.
A typical microgrid is shown in Figure 1.1 which depicts the common microgrid
components. When Circuit Breaker at Point of Common Coupling (PCC) opens,
Microgrid goes in islanded mode. If the relay settings in this mode are still the same
(not adapted); the microgrid is rendered without protection during islanded mode.

Figure 1.1: Typical Microgrid

2

It is then imperative to develop protection strategies that are robust for microgrid
protection in grid-connected as well as islanded mode of operation. Various authors
have worked on this issue and come up with promising protection strategies which
are discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The implications of their research is studied and
a justifiable protection strategy is selected as a base case scenario. The protection
strategy is developed by considering different operating scenarios and implementing
an algorithm for adaptive overcurrent protection of microgrid feeders. The developed
algorithm is validated on actual hardware by testing it before it is implemented for
real world application.

1.2

Scope of Research

The scope of this research involves developing an adaptive overcurrent protection
algorithm for microgrid protection and testing it on standard test buses as recommended by IEEE. The algorithm is implemented on an SEL-351S relay which is a
popular protective relay for distribution systems. The implementation is then tested
on OPAL-RT to perform real-time simulation and test the adaptive settings change
in real time.
IEEE 5 bus is used as a base case scenario. This system is further modified to include
distributed generators. It is tested to mimic grid connected as well as islanded mode of
operation. The protection settings developed are tested for both modes of operation
and also verified for presence of different distributed generators. The development of
protection settings involved selecting a load and a line as test location. Primary and
backup protection for relays at those locations during various modes of microgrid is
done by conducting coordination studies.

3

Chapter 2
Background

The protection of microgrids has become a challenge due to various issues that have
arisen from the inverters having high source impedance and low short circuit sourcing
currents. Various researchers have made considerable progress in developing protection schemes for it. This chapter walks through the different issues in microgrid
protection, contributions of various authors in microgrid protection, advantages of
adaptive over-current protection. Further it discusses the work of different authors
on developing adaptive overcurrent protection algorithms to protect microgrids in
both modes of operation.

2.1

Microgrids

The Department of Energy defines a “microgrid” as follows[2]
“a group of interconnected loads and distributed energy resources within clearly defined electrical boundaries that acts as a single controllable entity with respect to the

5

grid. A microgrid can connect and disconnect from the grid to enable it to operate
in both grid-connected or islanded mode.”
Microgrids usually have distributed generators that can feed the local loads and supply power onto the main grid when there is an excess generation. The distributed
generators in a microgrid consists of numerous independently controlled power generating sources for reliable and flexible grid infrastructure [3]. Microgrids have installed
capacity of few kilowatts to megawatts. The prime objective of a microgrid is to add
flexibility and reliability to distribution system, provide power to consumers at remote
areas, critical industrial and military infrastructure. The fundamental microgrid components are protection and isolation devices at the point of common coupling (PCC),
Distributed Generators (DG) which include rotating machines and Renewable Energy
Sources (RES) such as solar, wind, fuel cell and Combined Heat Power (CHP), and
local load to be fed by these DG’s. In addition, a microgrid also includes controllers
that are responsible for local and distributed control operations [3].
Microgrids can function in two modes: independently of the network called “Islanded
mode”, or connected to the network, know as “Grid-connected mode.” Microgrids
have all the fundamental components of a conventional grid such as power plant and
loads; with the difference that its a scaled down model and has very short lengths of
line connecting the loads to the source [3]. Microgrids can be considered as a system
to integrate distributed generators at consumer end on low-voltage side to make the
customer an active participant in the grid [4], thus making them a “Prosumer” of
electricity instead of just being a consumer. Microgrid offers numerous benefits such
as better system efficiency, reduced cost of generation, transmission and distribution,
improved power quality and added system reliability. Its also makes the grid more
resilient. Despite the numerous advantages microgrid offers, it comes with its own
challenges in terms of implementation, operation, control and more specifically protection [4]. The conventional distribution system can be converted to a microgrid by
6

adding some distributed generators and some controllers to control the power flow.
These distributed generators meet the power requirements of local load and export
the power to main grid if it is in excess, as well as import the power from main grid
when required. Doing so results in bidirectional power flow in the system. This bidirectional power flow makes the conventional radial protection systems inadequate
[4]. The operating times of protecting devices become unpredictable due to DG’s
contributing to the fault current and the lack of directionality leads to loss of protection coordination. Also, in the case of microgrids with different DG capacities and
types the fault current will be of varied levels resulting in more degradation of protection coordination.“Blinding” and “Sympathetic tripping” are the expected events
that result due to loss of protection coordination [4].

2.2

Microgrid Protection issues

Integration of microgrid to existing grid gives rise to major protection issues for the
classical protection techniques implemented for conventional grid and demands an
adaptive, smart and upgraded protection system [5]. Following are some of the major
issues that require immediate attention and resolution.

2.2.1

Bidirectional Power flow

Microgrid integration to distribution network converts it from passive to an active
network. Microgrid feeds the local load and when it has excess generation; it is required to export power to the main grid in reverse direction. This makes the power
flow of microgrid bidirectional in nature which affects the magnitude and direction of
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fault current; thus affecting protection coordination [5]. Traditional overcurrent element without sense of directionality cannot distinguish between forward and reverse
faults and thus can result in undesired tripping [6].

2.2.2

Reduction in short circuit fault current level

The fault current sourced by distributed generators is very low as compared to those
one sourced by main grid, thus reducing the expected overall short circuit fault current level when connected to main grid. Moreover, in the case of islanded mode of
operation and microgrid with inverter-based generators; the short-circuit fault current
level is reduced drastically as the power electronic converters limit the short circuit
current in order to protect the thyristors from thermal damage due to high currents.
It is to detect the faults in such a system with low fault currents [5] [6].

2.2.3

Frequent Change in Microgrid configuration

Frequent changing of microgrid states from islanded to grid connected and vice-versa
results in changes in short-circuit fault current capacity of the system. This frequent
change in short circuit fault current level complicates overcurrent protection [5].

2.2.4

Selectivity and Sensitivity of an Overcurrent Relay

Selectivity is a very important characteristic of a protection system. Protection must
be able to distinguish between the faults and isolate only the section of the system
which has the fault. Protection system for microgrid must be able to differentiate
8

between the faults occurring on main grid and microgrid. For the faults on main grid,
isolation of microgrid must be done to protect the microgrid. On the other hand, for
faults on microgrid, only the faulted section must be isolated. The relays should be
sensitive enough without compromising the selectivity of the protection system [5].

2.2.5

Protection Blinding

Protection blinding results due to current infeed from the microgrid to the main grid.
Figure 2.1 shows a simplified depiction to describe protection blinding. It is evident
from the figure that for the fault shown in the system; relay R1 may not be able to
detect due to the infeed current from the microgrid and will become blind for these
faults. Relay R1 is required to detect this fault as a backup for relay R2. But due to
protection blinding, Relay R2 loses its backup protection [6].

Figure 2.1: Protection Blinding

2.2.6

Sympathetic Tripping

If a relay in a healthy feeder trips falsely due to back-flow of current from the connected microgrid; this is called Sympathetic Tripping. In Figure 2.2 the fault will also
be fed by microgrid M2; this fault current will flow through R3 and result in tripping
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R3 for a fault which is on another line. The probability of such sympathetic tripping
will increase as the microgrid approaches the relay R3 [6].

Figure 2.2: Sympathetic Tripping

2.3

Microgrid Protection Methods

Microgrid protection requires different protection schemes as compared to the conventional schemes due to the issues discussed in the preceding section. Many such
protection schemes have been proposed for AC microgrid. These schemes can be
grouped based on their fundamental operating mechanisms as adaptive protection
based, differential protection based, travelling wave based and other protective methods [6]. Following section describes these methods in details and uses the background
search done by [6] as a base for literature review on microgrid protection methods.
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2.3.1

Adaptive Protection Based Methods

The process of changing the relay settings automatically as per the system conditions
is called Adaptive Protection. Adaptive Protection helps in modification of the relay
settings for a system to work in an optimal condition. The adaptive protection can
be categorized as off-line or online protection as per the protection logic. In the offline method, the fault analysis would be performed off-line and all the DG status
as well as all the possible system configurations will be recorded for performing the
analysis whose result would be used to generate an event table. The relay settings
would be calculated by using the generated event table. Practically, it is very difficult
to forecast all the possible fault cases in a microgrid due to the intermittent nature
of renewable energy sources. This makes it really difficult to implement the off-line
adaptive protection in a practical scenario. The online method makes use of Equation
2.1 wherein “mode of operation” decides the fault contribution from main grid. The
value of ‘mode of operation’ is 1 for grid connected mode and is 0 for islanded mode
which is the first part of the equation. The second part of the equation uses a number
of parameters such as DG status, type of DG’s (inverter or synchronous based) and
quantity of DG’s. These status are used dynamically and are fed in real time to the
protection system to adapt it logic depending on the system condition. Thus, it is
called online adaptive protection [6].
Irelay set = IFault Grid × Mode of operation+
Xn

Impact factor(Ki ) × IFaultt− DGi × DGi status
i=1
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(2.1)

2.3.2

Differential Protection Based methods

Differential protection is one of the popular method of protection used in power system
at various stages. It is also a popular method utilized for microgrid protection. The
implementation of differential protection applied to microgrid is explained in [7] which
gives insight into the basic operating fundamentals and tests the protection for grid
connected as well as islanded mode. Fault current variation, bi-directional power flow,
DG status and changes in system configuration do not have much impact on current
differential protection as shown in [8]. As per the protection scheme presented in [9],
all the relays are digital which can sample currents at more than 16 samples per cycle
and are equipped with communication capability. In the presented scheme, relays are
implemented at both end of the protected line and the sampled current data flows over
communication channel installed between them. If the difference of current is greater
than the set threshold limit, the relays operates and send a signal to respective circuit
breaker to open up. The main drawback of this scheme is the cost of implementation
as this scheme requires use of synchronous measurement and communication channel.
An optimal differential protection scheme to reduce the cost of implementation is
presented by the author in [10]. In this scheme, the relay at remote end is replaced
by a cheap sensor due to which the cost of implementation is almost reduced by half.
This scheme has no supported result evidence and cannot be relied on. Furthermore,
there are certain schemes which use the concept of spectral energy at both ends as
shown in [11]. The tripping logic is similar to current differential but is based on
energy difference being greater than the set threshold. The issue with this scheme is
setting a proper threshold as it depends on various factors such as fault impedance
and operating mode of the microgrid.
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2.3.3

Travelling Wave Based methods

Traveling wave-based methods have become popular with the advent of traveling wave
relays which are very fast and operate within a half-power cycle as discussed in [12].
The traveling wave method has emerged as a popular one for protecting EHV and
UHV transmission lines as well as HVDC systems [13]. In the case of microgrids,
this method is rarely being used due to the limitation factors such as high sampling
frequency, noise disturbance and short length of line [14]. Some researchers have
developed improved traveling wave-based fault detection algorithms for converterdominated microgrids based on mathematical morphology which captures the initial
polarity of the initial current traveling wave as discussed by the author in [15]. The
details on this morphology is can be found in [16]. This protection scheme has a
good performance and is not affected by noise, high fault impedance, switching of
grid states as well as transient microgrid conditions. However, even this scheme has
the limitation of high requirement of sampling frequency which is an issue with short
lines of feeder in the case of microgrids.

2.3.4

Other Protective methods

There are other protection methods apart from the above-mentioned ones and are
described in detail in [6]. These methods are Voltage based methods, total harmonic
based methods, and phasor based methods. Voltage based method is based on the
Park transform of voltages and uses a threshold for making a trip decision similar
to the differential energy-based method. This method is threshold dependent and
setting up the value of the threshold is a very critical task. The total harmonic
based method is also a threshold-based method that faces the same drawback as the
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voltage-based method. The phasor-based method uses the information on pre-fault
and post-fault phase angles and has an advantage over other methods but it can only
be implemented in grid-connected mode as the angle variation cannot be relied upon
during islanded mode.

2.4

Literature Survey on Adaptive Protection
methods

From the above discussion, it is evident that adaptive protection is a justifiable solution for microgrid protection. This research work involves dwelling further into
adaptive overcurrent protection, developing protection logic, and testing the same on
modified IEEE test buses using OPAL-RT as a real-time digital simulator.
[17] performed a detailed literature survey for adaptive protective schemes for microgrids till the year 2014. The following section gives a summary of his literature
survey.
Adaptive protection can be broadly classified into overcurrent and multi-function
protection groups. The use of overcurrent protection is more than distance and differential protection in the distribution system, hence there are more publications in
the overcurrent protection group[17].
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2.4.1

Adaptive Multifunction Protection System

[18] included an algorithm to achieve voltage control, grid reconfiguration, and protection applications which need further consideration for solving multi-objective optimization. [19] protection design executed the unification of modern digital substations, de-risking schemes, and self-contained modules. [20] discussed adaptive
distance relaying scheme which attenuated the adverse effects of STATCOM in transmission lines. [21] put forward the use of central control and monitoring system as an
adaptive relay setting strategy, wherein an investigation of protection strategies for
adaptive safety protection in grid-connected and islanded modes at different faults
was done. [22] worked out an online adaptive technique that helped in the setting
of overcurrent relays in high voltage substations which eliminated the employment
of communication infrastructure. Based on a centralized controller, [23] proposed
adaptive multi-function protection system addressed issues such as selection of alternative setting groups, components, and system architecture; system configuration;
and programmed logic.

2.4.2

Adaptive over-current protection

[24] proposed an algorithm that facilitated the self-adaptive response of relays to
the changing conditions. [25] developed a topology detection technique with acceptable execution times for topology identification. [26] setting group method allowed
comparison of the magnitude of the relay input current and the threshold value for
verification of the fault status in the power system. [27] lodged a protection system
which upon the need of a change of the distribution system conditions into grid, island,
and losing generator modes, updated the trip characteristics of relays. Rather than
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using communication to adapt the protection settings to the changes in the grid, [28]
measured only local information. In this method, the relay settings were calculated
offline and updated online according to the detections. Hierarchically Coordinated
Protection (HCP) approach provided intelligence to directional overcurrent relays in
[29], improved protection system tripping dependability, and mitigate effects of the
complex grid. [30] was concerned with the adaptation of numerical relay settings to
the microgrid status. Overcurrent relaying scheme in [31] detected the microgrid’s
mode of operation with no delay time. A self-adaptive algorithm for remote setup of
any overcurrent devices was suggested by in [32]. [33] used inverse time overcurrent
relay, re-closer, and sectionalized to present protection of overhead distribution feeder
system. Unlike traditional distribution networks, whose protection system was based
on time and current coordination of inverse time overcurrent protection devices, protection scheme in [34] demonstrated a self-adaptive method. The under-reach fault
currents and the faults were detected and compensated by relays to adapt to the
overcurrent protection scheme. A protection coordination approach in [35] allowed
restoring of directional and inverse time overcurrent relay coordination concerning
the varying fault current.
Adaptive overcurrent protection evolved much further after 2014 and the following
section dwells into the work done by various authors on adaptive overcurrent protection, This literature survey was done on IEEE exploration from 2013 to the present
date.
[36] reviewed the available adaptive protection schemes till the year 2013 and elaborated on the sustainability of operation in smart grid.
[37] presented a fault analysis of a practical university campus microgrid and proposed
a method using information sharing technique through communication channels to
protect the microgrid.
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[38] proposed optional relay coordination method with adaptive protection scheme.
He tested it on two different DG penetrated networks on a HIL testbed and suggested
implementing these algorithms to achieve a high rate of convergence.
[39] employed a dual simplex algorithm to evaluate time multiplier setting and time
of operation of relay for any microgrid topology using a lookup table which facilitated
appropriate relay coordination.
[40] proposed standardization of exchanged data in the microgrid using IEC61850.
It lets the user define a new logical node and does not have any limitation on relay
type. This paper elaborated on the usage of IEC61850 for adaptive relay settings
considering all the grid dynamic scenarios.
[41] treated the protection coordination problem as a linear programming problem
considering different operating states and trains an artificial neural network with realtime measurements to detect a fault on the line. The testing performed suggested
usage of estimation model along with adaptive overcurrent protection scheme that
can modify relay setting for new state accurately.
[42] proposed a hybrid adaptive overcurrent and differential protection scheme for
grid-connected and island mode. This scheme implements adaptive overcurrent relays to protect individual feeders whereas differential relays protect load buses. The
scheme is validated in the time domain using a microgrid on EMTP.
[43] presented an adaptive protection scheme based on a modified particle swarm
optimization algorithm is tested on IEEE 14 Bus system by adding distributed generators.
[44] proposed an adaptive overcurrent protection scheme based on fuzzy logic decision
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making and tests the same in a modified CIGRE test microgrid using a real-time
digital simulator.
[45] presented an automatic adaptive protection strategy for the microgrid. The
proposed strategy uses pre-calculated settings for overcurrent protection developed in
DigSILENT. The setting adjustment is performed to keep coordination time interval
the same in grid-connected as well as islanded mode.
[46] demonstrates an adaptive protection scheme for inverter interfaced distributed
generators in MATLAB Simulink for the microgrid.
[47] proposed an adaptive overcurrent protection scheme to protect the entire microgrid without modifying the existing protection scheme of the main grid. This scheme
was based on data collected from a microgrid central controller.
[48] proposed a hybrid adaptive protection strategy which involved adaptive overcurrent as primary scheme backed up by total harmonic distortion detection method
which takes over in case of failure of the primary scheme. The author also proposed
an additional non-communication backup algorithm based on voltage measurement.
[49] proposed an adaptive overcurrent protection scheme for a microgrid with continuous monitoring, identification of states, and relay setting updates based on information collected from the microgrid control center.
[50] developed an adaptive overcurrent protection scheme for a grid integrated solar
PV microgrid. Author also performed the coordination of primary and backup relay
for three fault scenarios in a microgrid.
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2.4.3

Adaptive Protection Algorithms

[49] proposed an algorithm for grid-connected and islanded mode in which the voltages
and currents are constantly monitored and sent to Microgrid Control Center (MGCC).
The MGCC monitors positive sequence components for 3 phase faults whereas it
detects negative and zero sequence components for phase and ground faults. At the
instant of fault, the MGCC communicates with the respective feeder to clear the
fault and monitors whether it clears the fault. If it is unable to clear the fault then it
waits for the specified time delay and opens up the main breaker at PCC to bring the
microgrid in islanded mode. Now the algorithm for islanded mode comes into play
and trips the breaker. In this state rest of the sources should be able to feed the local
load. if the microgrid is stable, the MGCC sends a close command to the breaker at
PCC when the re-connection conditions are satisfied.
In the case of grid integrated solar PV microgrid, [50] proposed an adaptive overcurrent protection scheme in which the pickup value for phase overcurrent element is
based on the state of the microgrid. This method was designed and tested in Matlab.
The method was tested for two modes of operation, grid-connected and islanded. The
pickup values depend upon the state of the grid and as per the simulations, the fault
current in islanded mode was very less as compared to grid-connected mode. This
adaptive algorithm is used as a basis to develop an adaptive logic for this project.
Although this method was not tested by the author on the actual relays, the same is
tested with SEL-351S relay in real-time using OPAL-RT for this project.
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2.5

Summary of Literature Survey

The literature survey conducted gave an insight into different adaptive methodologies currently available for microgrid protection. These methods address the problem
by implementing different strategies. Some of these methods are practically implemented while others are just simulation-based and are not tested on actual relays.
The adaptive settings group change method is the most popular method to perform
adaptive settings on SEL relays. This methodology is not exhaustively tested in real
time using hardware in loop techniques as seen from the literature survey performed.
Also, the shortcomings of adaptive settings group change method are not looked into
by researchers. Specifically, time delays in group changes are not addressed.
Thus, there is a need to test this adaptive method in real time using hardware in
loop techniques and analyze the shortcomings of this method. This project tests the
performance of the group change algorithm and then develops a unique algorithm
that avoids the drawback of the group settings change algorithm. The hardware used
and methodology development are discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Methodology

In this chapter, the hardware used to perform the research is described in sufficient
depths. It starts with the description of OPAL-RT as a real-time digital simulator
and then describes the SEL-351S relay along with its application in the power system.
Further, this chapter explains the methodology used to interface the SEL-351S relay
with OPAL-RT analog and digital input/output cards to connect the SEL-351S relay
in the loop. It further describes the protection issue under study, the test setup, and
adaptive settings change algorithm development.

3.1

OPAL-RT

It is always beneficial to test and evaluate the system’s performance before it is
implemented. There are systems already available that test the algorithms or device
settings on a software platform. But these tests don’t validate the performance of the
equipment on which it will be implemented. Thus full-fledged testing is not possible
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with the software platform. To overcome this drawback of software testing, realtime testing was developed which would test the equipment along with its setting
parameters before it is implemented in real practice. Real-time simulation refers to a
computer powerful and capable enough of executing a simulated model on the actual
system with the reflection of changes in the actual physical system in synchronized
time. In the case of the Power system to observe, study and control the behavior of
actual equipment such as a numerical protection relay in a complex power system,
real time digital simulators can be implemented which are known to provide a safe,
accurate and efficient environment to test the system before implementation [51].
There are few real-time simulators available in the market but OPAL-RT is one of
the world leaders in real-time digital simulators which are based on FPGA (Field
Programmable Gate Arrays) models. It is more technically viable and is known
for its fast reliable operation and performance [51] [52]. OPAL-RT has multi-core
computers which are optimized for parallel computing and are based on FPGA chips
that can achieve maximum accuracy. There is a range of portable, high-performing
real-time simulators which is developed by OPAL-RT specifically designed for power
system protection engineers. The simulation environment is capable of performing
complex model-based test scenarios as well as basic functional tests and can provide
input-output arrays for connecting numerical relays for real-time testing. Apart from
hardware packages, OPAL-RT offers software packages that come along such as RTLab, eMEGAsim, HYPERsim, ePHASORsim, and eFPGAsim [53].

3.1.1

Hardware Description

The hardware that is being used in this research is OP5600 which is an OPAL-RT
Versatile simulator. It is a complete simulation system that contains a powerful target
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computer, a re-configurable FPGA along signal conditioning for up to 256 I/Os which
operates on Spartan 3 or Virtex 6 FPGA platform. Figure 3.1 shows the front view
of OP5600 Chassis whereas Figure 3.2 shows the rear-view. The front side consists of
RJ45 Monitoring interfaces and monitoring connectors, whereas the rear side of the
chassis provides access to the FPGA monitoring connections and all I/O connectors,
power cable, and main power switch. The interfacing ports are divided into groups 1
to 4 and each group further is subdivided into A and B subsections. Rear ports have
DB37 pin connectors which are used to interface the hardware with OP5600. The
front RJ45 ports are only used for monitoring purposes.

Figure 3.1: OPAL-RT Chassis Front View

Figure 3.2: OPAL-RT Chassis Rear View
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3.1.2

RT-Lab

RT-Lab is the software interface that allows models developed in MATLAB Simulink
to be executed on OPAL-RT core and the resultant signals sent or received from actual hardware that is connected to OP5600 Analog or Digital Input/ Output ports.
RT-Lab is fully integrated with MATLAB Simulink which makes it ideal for engineers
for developing their systems rapidly and validating their application in real-time irrespective of the complexity in the system. RT-Lab allows better control, visualization,
access, and customization of simulation projects in real-time [53].
RT-Lab has customizable dashboards, which indicate system behavior at a glance.
RT-Lab also has a wonderful feature called parallelization which allows the distribution of complex models involving complex calculation over different cores of the
target computer resulting in faster simulation response times. RT-Lab offers a rich
array of communication protocols as well as Input-output flexibility for easy and quick
interfacing with test equipment [53].
Figure 3.3 shows the home-screen of RT-Lab. Real-time testing using RT-Lab requires
a user to follow four steps: Edit, Compile, Execute and Interact. Different sections
of the screen and different tabs in the particular section of the screen are used to
perform the above-mentioned steps in RT-Lab. Each of these steps is very crucial to
the successful implementation of real-time testing and is described below.
Edit
During the editing phase, the model is either made from scratch on a blank MATLAB Template opened through RT-Lab or imported into RT-Lab from MATLAB
Simulink file. The model has to be made RT-Lab compatible which is very important
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Figure 3.3: RT-Lab Home-screen

for a model to run in RT-Lab. To do this, the model is broken down into two main
subsections called master and console. The master subsection has to be named as
sm Master which contains the part of the model that involves computation of actual system parameters. The console subsection is to be named as sc console which
contains the part of the model which has scopes and control parameters that can
be changed while the simulation is running in RT-Lab. In this mode, the model is
checked for any errors while in MATLAB so that errors don’t get carried over to RTLab. It is also crucial in this mode to modify the model following RT-Lab guidelines
for including interfacing blocks from the RT-Lab toolbox.
Compile
The model compilation is done after the editing phase has no errors in MATLAB
Simulink. The model is built in RT-Lab once the development parameters are set in
RT-Lab. The target PC is assigned to the model in this step. The build command
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generates a C code from the MATLAB model. This code is then sent onto the target
computer and assigned to its CPU core.
Execute
To execute the model on the target PC it is important to set the Execution parameters. Figure 3.4 shows the tab in RT-Lab where the execution parameters are to be
set. There are two main modes of execution; Software Synchronized and Hardware
Synchronized. Software synchronized mode doesn’t require hardware to be in the
loop and is mainly done to test the model before interfacing it with real hardware.
Hardware synchronized is the mode where actual hardware is present in the system.
This mode requires the MATLAB model to have correct input-output blocks assigned
to respective input-output cards of OPAL-RT.

Figure 3.4: RT-Lab Execution Parameters

Interact
After the model has successfully executed, a console window of MATLAB Simulink
will open up. This window will show the scopes and control inputs. The user can
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vary the control parameters in real-time and see the effects of it on actual hardware
in real-time.

3.2

SEL-351S Relay

Figure 3.5: SEL-351S Relay

SEL-351S Relay is an advanced distributed feeder solution with integrated protection, monitoring, and control. It is a complete distribution protection system that is
implemented to protect lines and equipment using phase, negative sequence, residualground, and neutral-ground overcurrent elements with directional control [54].
SEL-351S relay is best suitable for distribution system protection, monitoring, and
control. Its overcurrent functions with the availability of directionality can be implemented to protect any power system circuit like lines, feeders, breakers, transformer,
even generators. Directional power elements in the relay make it suitable for utility
and customer interface protection where customer generation is present; also known
as distributed generation. Figure 3.6 shows different applications of SEL-351S relay
[55].
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Figure 3.6: SEL-351S Relay: Application in Distribution System
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3.2.1

Protection Functions

SEL-351S has different protection functions which make it a popular relay among
protection engineers. Figure 3.7 shows the ANSI device numbers associated with the
protection and control functions that are available on the SEL-351S Protection System. It also shows a list of the standard and optional monitoring and communications
features. The relay has various protection functions and each function takes input for
its operating quantity from the respective instrument transformer as shown in Figure
3.7 [55].

Figure 3.7: SEL-351S Relay: Protection Functions
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3.2.2

Relay Hardware

Figure 3.8 shows the front and rear views of the SEL-351S relay.

It has user-

configurable push buttons and LED’s in the front and multiple input-output contacts
in the rear which can be used to create tripping/ closing logic in the relay. The status
of breakers and other devices can be interfaced through the input contacts whereas
the output contacts can be used to trip the associated circuit breakers. Apart from
that, it has different communication channels such as serial, Ethernet, fiber [56].

Figure 3.8: SEL-351S Relay: Front and rear view drawings

Figure 3.9 shows the typical wiring diagram for interfacing the instrument transformers and breaker coils with the relay. The external CT outputs are fed to internal CT
inputs within the relay and external PT outputs are connected to internal PT inputs.
The output contacts need external wetting voltage whereas the input contacts have
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internal wetting voltage.

Figure 3.9: SEL-351S Relay: Typical Wiring Diagram

3.2.3

AcSELerator Quickset

SEL has its software package that comes along with all of the relays. This software
is used to perform the relay settings, monitor the operation, and control the relay
outputs. ‘AcSELerator Quickset’ is the software created by SEL and is user-friendly
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software. Figure 3.10 shows the homepage of AcSELerator Quickset. The relay is to
be connected through the front serial port or Ethernet ports at the rear using the
communication tab and setting the serial, network, or modem setting parameters.
Once connected, the settings can be read from the relay, modified, and then sent
back to the relay.

Figure 3.10: SEL-5030 AcSELerator Quickset Homepage
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3.2.4

Relay Testing Methods

After developing the relay settings, it has to be tested before it is implemented in the
system. This is done to ensure its operation during an event on the actual system.
There are different testing devices available on market today out of which ‘Doble’
and ‘Omicron’ are the most popular ones. These testing devices are used to inject
currents and voltages into the relay to simulate a faulty condition and observe the
relay operation under these conditions. The outputs of these testing devices are
connected to the CT/ PT input terminals of the relay designated as Ia, Ib, Ic, In; Va,
Vb, Vc, Vn. The values of currents and voltage to be injected are either calculated
manually or found out from short circuit studies software like ASPEN or ETAP.
These are to be entered manually into the Doble and Omicron interface software to
be injected into the relay.
SEL relays have one more feature called low-level testing interface which was developed by SEL for relay testing at low values of voltages and currents. SEL Adaptive
Multi-channel source (AMS) is used to test the relays through a low-Level test interface. The low-level test interface bypasses the CT, PT board in the relay which is
used to step down the voltages and currents to very small magnitudes. This bypassing
facilitates relay testing at very low voltages of the order of millivolts. This is a very
important advantage for testing the relays in real-time as OPAL-RT can only output
voltages up to a maximum of 16 Volts. This interface allows injection of up to 9 volts
peak to peak voltage. The values of voltages and currents are manually entered into
the AMS test software and the software internally steps down the values by using a
scaling factor provided in the relay instruction manual. These scaling factors vary
with the relay model being used and are to be entered into AMS test software before
testing.
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3.3

SEL-351S Relay in loop with OPAL-RT

Interfacing OPAL-RT with the SEL-351S relay requires opening the relay front panel
and disconnect the ribbon cable coming out from CT/PT board to the main-board
and connect the ribbon cable from OPAL-RT directly to the main board of the relay.
The relay has pins of ribbon cable termination as shown in Figure 3.11 [56].

Figure 3.11: Low level interface of SEL-351S relay

The outputs from the OPAL-RT analog channel have to be interfaced with the respective input pins on the low-level interface of SEL-351S. Figure 3.12 shows the
interfacing diagram that is required to be followed to interface SEL-351S relay with
OPAL-RT. There are two parts of interfacing, the analog channel interface, and the
digital channel interface. The analog outputs from OPAL-RT analog output channel
are interfaced with the low-level voltage and current input signal interface on the
relay main-board as in Figure 3.11. The details on interfacing is discussed in sections
4.1.2 and 4.1.3. The digital outputs from OPAL-RT are required to be input into
the relay to switch the relay settings during different operating modes. The digital
output contacts of OPAL-RT do not output voltage, thus a voltage source is to be
connected in series with the contacts so that the relay can detect this input signal.
For this model 24V, DC source was connected in series as shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Interfacing SEL-351S relay with OPAL-RT
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3.4

IEEE 5 Bus with DER

IEEE 5 bus system was chosen as the base test system for this project which was
modified further to convert it into a microgrid. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe the
model development and implementation of this test bus system for real-time time
testing with and without distributed generators. Figure 3.13 shows the Single Line
Diagram of a modified IEEE 5 bus system to operate as a microgrid. This microgrid
can operate in Grid-connected and Islanded mode depending on the state of Circuit
Breaker at PCC which is at Bus 2 as shown in Figure 3.13. Protection issue arises
when the microgrid state changes from grid-connected to islanded mode as discussed
in Section 2.2.

Figure 3.13: Single Line Diagram of Modified IEEE 5 Bus Microgrid
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3.5

Algorithm for Adaptive Settings change

To tackle the above mentioned protection issue, different authors proposed different
methods which were discussed in Section 2.4. Adaptive protection algorithms are the
ones that can solve the protection issue depending on the state of the microgrid. This
requires switching relay pickup settings depending on the microgrid states. Thus, for
example, the pickup setting for relay should be ‘X’ when it is in grid-connected mode
and it should be ‘Y’ during the Islanded mode. This method overcomes the issue of
the relay being not able to detect the fault in the Islanded mode of operation. The
following sections describe the settings change algorithm.

3.5.1

Settings Group Change

The issue of non-operation during islanded mode and its solution discussed above
can only be practically possible if the settings change were to happen in real-time
depending upon the status of the microgrid. The status of PCC circuit breaker and
DG circuit breakers can be used as an input to the relay to initiate the settings
change. This is possible in the SEL-351S relay by taking the status of input contacts
and assigning their status to settings group selection setting in the relay. This is
shown in Figure 3.14 where the status of input contacts IN101 to IN106 is used to
change each corresponding setting group. The input contacts require a DC supply
wired in series with them as these are Opto-Isolated Contacts and require an external
wetting voltage.
The relay also has a setting called group change delay, where a user can set a time.
Although this is highly undesirable in the real-time settings group change it is found
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Figure 3.14: Settings Group Change

Figure 3.15: Input Debounce

useful for certain other applications. The input contact has a setting called input
debounce timer which is shown in Figure 3.15. This is used to avoid nuisance operation of relay logic due to transient assertion of input contact due to noise, radio
interference, chattering, etc.

3.5.2

Adaptive Settings without Settings Group Change

A unique approach was implemented and tested to overcome the issue of the system
being protection less during settings group change process interval. This method
involved the use of different pickup levels of instantaneous overcurrent pickup in
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the case of the SEL-351S relay. Figure 3.16 shows the multiple pickup settings in
the SEL-351S relay. The number of pickups that can be set up are six which are
50P1P to 50P6P. The instantaneous overcurrent (50) element pickup values for Grid
Connected, Islanded with Solar, and Islanded with Wind were input into 50P1P,
50P2P, and 50P3P respectively. Also, a time delay can be provided to these pickups
to achieve protection coordination in case of downstream relay. The internal logic
of these elements was used to create an algorithm to have multiple pickup settings
without a need to change the settings group. Each of instantaneous overcurrent
element (50) pickups has the internal logic built within the relay as shown in Figure
3.17.

Figure 3.16: Multiple Instantaneous Pickup levels in SEL-351S

The 50P1 bit is logical ‘AND’ with E32N which is a directional enable bit and 67P1TC
which is a directional torque control bit. The value of E32 is set to 1 if it is disabled
which means there is no directional supervision over 50P. Torque control (67P1TC)
is typically kept to logical 1. With these settings at logic 1 50P1 is the same as 67P1.
The torque control bit was put to use to develop an adaptive algorithm. There are in
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Figure 3.17: Relay Internal logic for Directional Supervision over 50 Element

all four different ‘AND’ gates within SEL-351S relay which are identical as shown in
Figure 3.17. 67P1TC to 67P3TC were given the input contact status bits IN101 to
IN103 respectively which is shown in Figure 3.18. The above-discussed method was
tested and the results of which are discussed in Chapter 5.

Figure 3.18: Torque Control
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Chapter 4
Implementation

This chapter deals with the implementation of IEEE test model for real-time testing
of SEL-351S relay using OPAL-RT. The IEEE test models are modified following
OPAL-RT requirements and then the relay is interfaced as the hardware in the loop.
The same test bus is then modified to include Distributed generators which affect
relay operation. Moreover, a settings change algorithm is developed and tested to
ensure reliable relay operation during the presence of distributed generators.

4.1

IEEE 5 Bus System

IEEE has developed a standard bus system to test different scenarios in the grid at
different voltage levels. IEEE 5 Bus system is shown in Figure 4.1. It consists of two
generators, seven lines, 5 buses, and four loads as can be seen from the Figure 4.1.
Transmission line parameters connecting the buses are shown in Table 4.1. These
values are in per unit with a suitable base power of 100MVA and 10kV as voltage
base [57].
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Figure 4.1: IEEE 5 Bus System
Table 4.1
Transmission Line parameters of IEEE 5-Bus system in per Unit

From
Bus
1
1
2
2
2
3
4

To Bus

Resistance

Reactance

Conductance Susceptance

2
3
3
4
5
4
5

0.02
0.08
0.06
0.06
0.04
0.01
0.08

0.06
0.24
0.18
0.18
0.12
0.03
0.24

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.06
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.05

The 5 Bus test system discussed above was modeled in MATLAB Simulink and was
used as a base case for the developments in this project. The 5 bus system was
selected as it is a simple system and can be modified into a microgrid which was the
main requirement for this project. Table 4.2 shows the bus parameters for IEEE 5
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Bus with its sources and loads. Load flow was performed on the developed system.
Then the system was modified in order to make it suitable to test on the OPAL-RT
interface which is discussed in the following sections.
Table 4.2
Bus Data for IEEE 5-Bus system

Bus No.
1
2
3
4
5

Bus Voltage
1.06+j0.0
1.0+j0.0
1.0+j0.0
1.0+j0.0
1.0+j0.0

Generation (MVA)
0
40 +j30
0
0
0
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Load (MVA)
0
20 + j10
45 + j15
40 + j5
60 + j10

4.1.1

Modifications to implement SEL-351S relay in loop

Figure 4.2: IEEE 5 Bus Model Simulink

IEEE-5 Bus system cannot be directly used as a test bench for the relay in loop
technique. There are certain modifications that are to be done in order to make
the model function properly. First thing is to verify whether the model created in
MATLAB Simulink is continuous or discrete. If the model is continuous, it has to be
changed to discrete as OPAL-RT works on fixed time steps. Furthermore, the discrete
model should have a time step not smaller than 20 microseconds. For this project,
a time step of 50 microseconds was chosen in order to not have overruns and long
processing time. The IEEE 5 bus model was referred from the MATLAB standard
database and was modified to a discrete one.
Figure 4.2 shows the referred model in Simulink. This model was modified to a discrete model as shown in Figure 4.3. Also, the model was modified to include Circuit
Breakers at each line as well as V-I measurement blocks. The signals measured were
used to send current and voltage input signals to the SEL-351S relay through the
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Figure 4.3: IEEE 5 Bus Discrete Model Simulink

OPAL-RT analog output interface. The details of this will follow further in this section. The main modification required to run the model on OPAL-RT target PC is
to divide the model into two subsystems. This was done as per the recommendation of OPAL-RT. The two subsystems created had to be named as sm Master and
sc Console. The sm Master subsystem is the one that contains the whole IEEE 5
bus model, whereas sc Console consists of all the display scopes and real-time state
control inputs.
Figure 4.4 shows the division of the model into Master and Console along with the
interconnection between the two. Figure 4.5 shows the components of the console
subsystem which consists of manual switches used for breaker control, mode control,
and fault control; analog output and digital input scopes. The OpComm block is
used from the RT-Lab module of MATLAB Simulink which is very essential in order
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Figure 4.4: Master and Console

to transfer data to and from the separate subsystems (sm Master and sc Console).
A three-phase fault block was used to create different types of faults in the system. The trigger for this was provided externally from the signal coming in through
sc Console subsystem. These blocks were placed at different locations in the system.

4.1.2

AIO and DIO configurations

In order to test actual hardware in the loop (SEL-351S relay in this case), the real-time
simulation model was selected as hardware synchronized. Input-Output configuration
was required for the system to run in hardware synchronized mode. ‘OpCtrl’ block
was used to direct the signals from Simulink to input-output channels of OP5600
(target PC in this project).
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Figure 4.5: Console

OPAL-RT provided a bitstream file and its directory along with the system documentation CD. This bitstream file was copied to the directory where IEEE Bus model
was saved on the Host PC. This was very important as the model will not run if the
file is missing. Figure 4.6 shows the configuration of OpCtrl block.
OPAL-RT CD also provided a .conf file which consists of analog and digital inputoutput configuration at different slot, section, and subsection. This is shown in Figure
4.7. This configuration file comes with each OPAL-RT package and is a depiction of
the customized user requirements. It shows all the analog and digital input-output
configurations in the hardware.
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Figure 4.6: OpCtrl

Figure 4.7: Input Output Configuration file

Figure 4.8 shows the analog out configuration window in MATLAB Simulink. The
controller name is ’OpCtrl’ this should be the name given to the ’OpCtrl’ block configured previously. Data in port number is the port name assigned to each subsection
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Figure 4.8: Analog Output Configuration

in a particular slot and subsection. This can be chosen from Figure 4.7. The slot
information and maximum A out channel are automatically assigned by MATLAB.
The quantity of Aout channels can be selected as per the need. The voltage range
is to be selected as the maximum voltage that the looped device can handle. In this
project, it is an SEL-351S relay that can handle around 9 volts. So, a range from -5
to 5 volts was selected. Similar is the process to configure digital out, digital in, and
analog out. The analog output signals from Simulink are sent to the relay via the
ribbon cable connection.
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Figure 4.9: Rear Panel View showing AIO and DIO sections

Figure 4.10: Input Output Nomenclature
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Figure 4.9 shows the rear panel detailing of analog input-output and digital inputoutput. It consists of slot, section then sub-section. Figure 4.10 shows the nomenclature corresponding between Simulink I/O block and OP5600 I/O. To properly link
the signals generated by Simulink to the respective I/O pin it is necessary to perform
I/O configuration correctly. RT-lab module of Simulink library consists of analog out,
analog in, digital out, and digital in blocks.

4.1.3

Analog Output signal scaling

Figure 4.11 shows the connection diagram for analog output channel. The current
and voltage signals measured from the test point are input to signal scaling blocks.

Figure 4.11: Analog Output Connection

Figure 4.12 shows the scaling for current before signals are injected into the relay. The
signals are divided by the CT ratio which is 1000 for this bus. Now, the signals are
further divided by 50 which is the internal scaling factor for current for SEL-351S relay.
This can be found in the low-level test interface section of the SEL-351S instruction
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manual. The signals are put through a saturation block in order to protect the relay
against very high magnitude signals. Similar scaling is performed with voltage signals.
The difference being in the value of PT ratio and voltage scaling factor.

Figure 4.12: Current Scaling

4.1.4

Relay settings for IEEE 5 Bus testing

AcSELerator Quickset was used to do the relay settings for the SEL-351S relay. The
settings were done to test faults at the feeder as well as a line. For feeder protection,
inverse time overcurrent elements were implemented. Line relays were coordinated
with a time delay to serve Directional overcurrent Elements as 5 Bus system is a ring
system and has more than one source feeding the fault.
An IEEE 5 Bus system with a base voltage of 10kV was chosen and the loading at
different buses as well as a generation at PV bus was set as per the IEEE 5 Bus load
flow calculations. A breaker and a VI measurement block were modeled for Each line
section and all the sources as well as loads. The breaker operation was externally
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controlled through the console subsystem which is shown in Figure 4.5.
Referring to Figure 4.3, Relay at Load bus 5 (Relay 1) was chosen to implement a
feeder protection scheme, and Relay on line 2-5 looking towards load Bus 5 (Relay 2)
was chosen to implement line protection scheme and a backup scheme for Relay 1.

4.1.4.1

Settings for Relay 1

The protection scheme for relay 1 involved setting time overcurrent (51) and instantaneous overcurrent (50) elements to protect and isolate the load during a faulty condition. Performing relay settings require information about maximum load current
and minimum fault current. The relay pickup value is set above the maximum load
current but below the minimum fault current for its proper operation. To determine
maximum load current, 5 Bus system was simulated and the current at maximum
load L5 was measured using the VI block. The value of this maximum load current
was found out to be 3449 Amperes at 5868 Volts phase to ground voltage. To find out
the minimum fault current, a single-phase to ground fault was simulated at load 5
terminals. The value of this fault current was noted as 56.47kA. Then a 3 phase fault
was created at the same location to find the maximum fault current value, which was
noted to be 58.53kA.
Time Overcurrent pickup (51P1P) = 1.2 X Maximum Load Current = 1.2 X 3450
= 4140 Amperes (P rimary)
CT ratio was selected as 5000/5 which is 1000.
Thus, 51P1P secondary = 4140/CTR = 4140/ 1000 = 4.140 Amperes
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Figure 4.13: 51 Element setting for R1

Figure 4.13 shows the 51 element settings for R1. There are two 51 Elements in
the SEL-351S relay and users can enable or disable them using E51P. The 51P1P
pickup was set to 4.14 as calculated above. The inverse time curve 51P1C was can be
selected from U1 to U5, C1 to C5. In this case, it was set to U3 which is very inverse
characteristics. The time dial setting 51P1TD was set to 1. No Electro-mechanical
reset time delay was given as there was no Electro-mechanical relay involved.
The time of operation for Relay 1 was calculated using an app-guide [58] which had
an excel sheet to calculate the time of operation. This was a useful tool to perform
protection coordination between relay R1 and R2. Figure 4.14 shows the steps to
calculate the time of operation which in this case for relay 1 was 0.116 seconds. This
time was used to find out time dial settings for relay 2.
An instantaneous overcurrent element was used to operate the relay at maximum fault
currents. The maximum fault current noted for a three-phase fault was 58.53 kA,
so the instantaneous pickup (50P1P) was set to detect 58 kA primary fault current
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Figure 4.14: Time dial and Time of Operation Calculator for Relay 1

which translates to 58 Ampere secondary with a CT ratio of 1000. Figure A.1 in the
appendix shows the complete settings for relay 1 along with the CTR, PTR, and line
settings.
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4.1.4.2

Settings for Relay 2

Relay 2 was located near Bus 2 end of Line 2-5 on the IEEE 5 Bus system. The
primary protection zone for this relay was the protection of Line 2-5 and the backup
protection zone was to provide coordinated backup for relay 1 which was protecting
load 5. This formed a coordination pair and the settings were developed such that
these two relays achieved proper coordination.
Line setting calculation was done from the IEEE 5 Bus data given in [57]. For lines
2-5, the per-unit value of R and X were 0.04 and 0.14 pu respectively. With a System
base of 100 MVA and 10 kV as the base voltage, the Zbase for the system was calculated
as 1 ohm.

Z = R + jX

(4.1)

|Zpu | = (0.042 + 0.122 )0.5 = 0.1265 pu

(4.2)

|Z| = (0.1265) ∗ 1 ohm = 0.1265 ohms

(4.3)

CT R = 1000 ; P T R = 86

(4.4)

Z1sec = Z1 (CT R/P T R) = 0.1265 (1000/86)

(4.5)

Z1M AG = 1.4709 Ohms

(4.6)

The value of Z1ANG was found taking the argument of Z. Zero sequence impedance
was considered as three times that of positive sequence impedance. So, Z0MAG was
found out to be 4.41 Ohms secondary.
To determine the time overcurrent pickup setting (51P1P) for relay 2, the maximum
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load current was noted to be 3046 Amps on the primary. To find out the minimum
fault current, a single-phase to ground fault was simulated at the remote end of Line
2-5 as seen from relay 2. The value of this fault current was noted as 41.11kA. Then a
3 phase fault was created at the relay 2 terminals to find the maximum fault current
value, which was noted to be 49.44kA.
T ime Overcurrent P ickup (51P 1P ) = 1.2 ∗ M aximum Load Current
= 1.2 ∗ 3046 = 3655 Amperes (P rimary)
CT R = 5000/5 = 1000
T hus, 51P 1P secondary = 3655/ CT R = 3655/1000 = 3.6 Amperes

To ensure security the pickup was set to 3.55 Ampere secondary. The relay coordination was done by choosing the correct value of the time dial. The time dial setting
was calculated by using the app guide [58] and the excel tool for calculating the time
of operation. Figure 4.15 shows the time of operation calculation for relay 2. The
coordination was done at 42.25kA which was the current seen by the relay during a
three-phase fault at L5 terminals. The time of operation for relay 1 was 0.116 seconds
as shown in the previous section. Thus, the time dial was selected in such a way that
relay 2 operated after 0.3 of relay 1. This ensured proper coordination between the
two relays. The time dial was found to be 3.36 which was used in the relay settings.
An instantaneous overcurrent element was used to operate the relay at maximum fault
currents. The maximum fault current noted for a three-phase fault at the remote end
was 42.5 kA, so the instantaneous pickup (50P1P) was set to detect 42 kA primary
fault current which translates to 42 Ampere secondary with a CT ratio of 1000.
Figure A.2 shows the complete settings for relay 2 along with the CTR, PTR, and
line settings. The relay coordination curves generated as an output of the macro tool
is shown in figure 4.16
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Figure 4.15: Time dial and Time of Operation Calculator for Relay at 2-5

Figure 4.16: Relay Coordination Curves
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4.2

Modified IEEE 5 Bus System

IEEE 5 Bus system modes were converted into a microgrid with source S2 being the
main grid and the breaker at source 2 as the point of common coupling (PCC). IEEE 5
Bus system model used was at 10kV nominal voltage with S1 as the swing-bus and S2
as the main source. The load was connected to other buses. The model was modified
to include solar PV, wind, battery energy storage to match the load demand. The
load demand was reduced by a factor of 10 at all the loads to reduce the overall power
of the microgrid. This was done to bring the 5 Bus system to depict actual microgrids
present in today’s scenario. There is a wide range of microgrid capacity; right from
kilowatts to several megawatts. NREL has categorized the microgrid types depending
on their size in [59]. The categories are campus/institutional; commercial/industrial,
community, remote and utility.

Figure 4.17: Microgrid Capacities as per categories

Figure 4.17 shows the generation cost per MW for different microgrid capacities. For
this project, a community-scale microgrid size was chosen to implement on IEEE
5 Bus system. This allows testing the relay protection logic on a standard model
modified to depict an actual scale microgrid.
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Figure 4.18: Single Line Diagram of Modified IEEE 5 Bus Microgrid

Figure 4.3 shows the single line diagram of the modified 5 Bus microgrid with solar
PV, wind, battery, and slack Bus source used as a reactive power controller. The AIO
and DIO configurations were used the same as in the case of IEEE 5 Bus system. Also,
the console was kept uniform.

4.2.1

Solar PV

Solar PV was modeled using the solar PV module from Simulink library and as an
inverter using MOSFET’s Figure 4.19 shows the configuration of the PV module.
The panels of solar power were selected which gave an output of 414.8 watts and
72.9 volts per module. The total number of series-connected modules was chosen as
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10 and parallel modules as 1000. This resulted in a total generated power of 4.15
megawatts. The input to these modules was given through a constant block and a
rate limiter block.

Figure 4.19: Solar PV Module

Figure 4.20: Solar Inverter

Figure 4.20 shows the 3 phase inverter connected with solar PV modules. It consists
of six MOSFET’s triggered through a Gate control circuit as shown in Figure 4.21. At
the output of the inverter, a series RL circuit and a parallel capacitor were connected
in order to smooth out the ripples in the AC waveform generated by the inverter.
The output voltage of the inverter was 800 volts which was then input to a 3 phase
transformer to step it up to 10kV line to line voltage in order to connect it with the
rest of the microgrid. VI measurement block was connected to measure and label
the voltages and currents generated by the solar PV module. Then a circuit breaker
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Figure 4.21: GATE Control Mosfet

was connected and its operation was controlled through the manual switch in the
console subsystem. Figure 4.22 shows the complete model whose operation was first
individually tested without the microgrid.

Figure 4.22: Complete Solar PV model

4.2.2

Wind

Wind power plants were modeled in a single subsystem which had the main circuit
breaker whose operation was controlled through the console subsystem. Figure 4.23
shows the complete model within the wind power plant subsystem. It consists of a
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wind energy generator module, a 3 phase transformer, etc.

Figure 4.23: Wind Power Plant

Figure 4.24 shows the configuration of the wind energy system. Twelve numbers of
1.5MVA wind energy generator modules were connected in parallel. The nominal
voltage of each wind turbine was selected as 575 volts. A setup transformer was used
to step up the voltage from 575 volts to 10 kVolts.
Figure 4.25 shows the configuration for transformer. Figure 4.26 shows the under the
masked subsystem of the wind turbine. It has an induction generator whose output
is fed AC-DC-AC converter whose operation is controlled by a wind turbine control
subsystem.
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Figure 4.24: Wind Turbine Configuration

Figure 4.25: Transformer Configuration
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Figure 4.26: Masked Model of Wind Turbine
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4.2.3

Relay Settings

IEEE Modified 5 Bus system was modeled to form a microgrid. The power of this
microgrid was chosen to be 20 MVA. The loads were adjusted accordingly by reducing
them by a factor of 10 so that the distributed sources are able to match this load
demand. This was done in order to mimic the actual community grids as described in
[59]. The relay settings were changed accordingly by calculating the new pickup values
and coordinating the two relays based on these values. The following sections describe
the relay settings calculation for the Microgrid in grid-connected and Islanded modes.
Furthermore, the settings are developed so that the group change algorithm can be
tested as well as the unique approach of multiple pickup settings can be tested.

4.2.3.1

Grid Connected Mode

In this mode of operation, the Circuit Breaker at PCC was closed and all the distributed generators were turned off. This mode involved the presence of a strong
source which is the main grid and the fault current contribution during a fault on
the microgrid came from the strong sources of the main grid which resulted in the
detection of high fault current magnitudes. Relay 1 and relay 2 were again chosen as
a protection coordination pair and settings were developed.
Relay 1 Settings
Developing the settings for relay 1 followed the same procedure as described in Section
4.1.4.1. The maximum load current as seen by relay 1 was found out to be 351
Amperes. To find out the minimum fault current, a single-phase to ground fault was
simulated at load 5 terminals. The value of this fault current was noted as 31.71kA.
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Then a 3 phase fault was created at the same location to find the maximum fault
current value, which was noted to be 55.90kA. Following the same calculations as
in Section 4.1.4.1, the time overcurrent pickup (51P1P) was found to be 5.26 Amp
secondary considering a future load growth of 1.5 times. The instantaneous pickup
was set below the minimum fault current which was found out by simulating an SLG
fault at L5 terminals. The complete settings are shown in the relay settings sheet in
Figure A.3.
Relay 2 Settings
Relay 2 setting procedure followed the same calculation steps as described in Section
4.1.4.2. As the same line (Line 2-5) was selected even in this case and the parameters
of IEEE 5 bus didn’t change, the line parameter calculations remained the same. CTR
was selected as 100 and PTR was maintained at 86 with Vnom as 67 Volts. Time
overcurrent pickup (51P1P) was selected as 3.84 Ampere secondary which is 1.5 times
the rated secondary current (2.56A). The process for instantaneous overcurrent pickup
(50P1P) was the same as explained in previous sections. The time dial calculation
was done to have a coordination time interval of 0.3 secs, these calculations are shown
in figure 4.27. The complete settings file for Relay 2 in the grid-connected mode for
modified IEEE 5 Bus microgrid is shown in figure A.4.

4.2.3.2

Islanded Mode with Solar

During islanded mode, complete load on the system was supplied through a solar
power plant and a reactive power source was also switched on in this mode to fulfill
the reactive power requirement of the loads and lines. The active and reactive power
requirements were scaled down by a factor of 10 to bring down the Microgrid capacity
to a near practical microgrid. Transitioning from grid-connected mode to islanded
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Figure 4.27: Time Dial Calculation for Relay 2

mode reduced the fault current magnitude fed to the fault drastically and the relay
pickup settings done for grid connected mode won’t be able to detect a fault during
this mode. The same load and line were selected to perform protection coordination.
The settings for both of these relays are described below.
Relay 1 Settings
Time overcurrent pickup (51P1P) was selected as 3.88 Ampere secondary which is 1.1
times the rated current. This was done as the fault current in a distributed generator
with a converter can typically source current 1.1 to 1.5 times the rated current (in
exceptional cases this can go to 2 times rated). Instantaneous pickup (50P1P) was
also set to 3.88 as the fault current contribution by the inverter will be around this
point as the inverters chop the output current to this above-mentioned range. Figure
A.5 shows the complete settings for Relay 1 in islanded mode with only Solar as the
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source.
Relay 2 Settings
Settings for Relay 2 involved measuring the maximum current flowing through lines
2-5 during the maximum loading condition of all the loads in the 5 bus system. The
relay settings were developed by following the same methodology as for settings done
for relay 1. Only the Time multiplier setting was found out using the app-guide [58];
the value of TOC was found out to be 2.46. The time overcurrent and instantaneous
overcurrent settings were calculated using the maximum current flowing through relay
2 and are shown in Figure A.6.

4.2.3.3

Islanded Mode with Wind

In this mode of operation, the microgrid was disconnected from the main grid and
a Wind power plant supplied the total power requirement of the grid. The settings
procedure for this mode was similar to that of Solar connected mode. The only
difference was that the fault current sourcing was a little higher than Solar.
Relay 1 Settings
Instantaneous overcurrent pickup (50P1P) was selected as 3.92 Ampere secondary
which is 1.15 times the rated current. This was done as the fault current in Type
4 Wind turbine based distributed generator with a converter can typically source
current 1.1 to 1.5 times the rated current (in exceptional cases this can go to 2 times
rated) as per NREL in [60].
Relay 2 Settings
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Settings for relay 2 involved measuring the maximum current flowing through lines
2-5 during the maximum loading condition of all the loads in the 5 bus system. The
relay settings were developed by following the same methodology as for settings done
for relay 1. Only the time multiplier setting was found out using the app-guide [58];
the value of TOC was found out to be 2.46. The time overcurrent and instantaneous
overcurrent settings were calculated using the maximum current flowing through relay
2.
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Chapter 5
Testing and Results Discussion

The scope of this chapter is to present all the results that were generated during
testing the relay for different fault scenarios and discuss the outcomes to point out
towards the conclusion of the testing. This chapter also goes into describing the
various test scenarios and the motivation behind those.

5.1

IEEE 5 Bus testing

IEEE 5 Bus system was chosen as a testbed to develop the relay settings and test
the relay operation in real-time using OPAL-RT as a real-time digital simulator. The
relay settings were developed as discussed in Section 4.1.4. Testing the relay in realtime involved connecting a relay, SEL-351S in this case to the analog output channels
of OPAL-RT as explained in Sections 3.3 and 4.1. The relays R1 and R2 were tested
for different fault scenarios and proper operation of the element was verified through
these tests.
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5.1.1

Fault Scenarios

Relay 1 was tested for terminal fault as it was protecting a load and relay 2 was tested
for the terminal as well as line end faults. Also, relay 2 was tested for directionality
by creating faults in front and reverse directions. Three-phase faults were created at
all the locations to test the operation of a relay at maximum fault current as well as
check the coordination between relay R1 and R2.

5.1.1.1

Fault at Load 5 terminals

A three-phase fault was created at load 5 terminals in real-time through the console
subsystem by changing the position of the manual switch. This caused a fault current
flow through bus 5 towards load 5 and was measured by the VI block on the bus.
These measured values of voltage and current were injected into the main board of the
SEL-351S relay through analog output channels of OPAL-RT. Figure 5.1 shows the
output generated by OPAL-RT which is given to main board of the relay. Channels
1 to 3 generate voltage signals corresponding to the current scaling factor of the
relay; whereas channels 5 to 7 generate voltages corresponding to voltage scaling
factor. Channels 4 and 8 don’t carry any signals as these are for neutral currents
and synchronous voltages respectively. This interconnection is described in Chapter
3. Figure 5.2 shows the HMI screen showing injected voltages and currents seen by
the relay R1 and the targets displayed on the relay front panel. Figure 5.3 shows the
Event Report from relay 1 for this fault. The graph on the top of this image shows the
RMS magnitudes of currents plotted with respect to time. This is the RMS calculated
by the relay. The bottom graph shows digital bit operation with respect to time.
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Figure 5.1: Analog Output of OPAL-RT
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Figure 5.2: Relay 1 HMI Screen for 3phase fault at load 5 terminal

Figure 5.3: Relay 1 Event Report for 3phase fault at load 5 terminal
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As seen from the figure 5.2, the time overcurrent, as well as the instantaneous elements
operated as both of the pickups, were reached during this fault. Figure 5.4 shows the
phasors displayed by the relay HMI interface during this fault. The sequence of
operation can be better understood by looking at the timestamps of Sequential Event
Records (SER) which is another very good feature of SEL relays. Figure 5.5 shows
the SER report for this fault. It is evident that the 50P1 element asserted first and
as it did not have any time delay, it was able to trip the relay; whereas the time
overcurrent element timed out after the specified time defined by the relay curve and
it asserted after the trip was already asserted.

Figure 5.4: Relay 1 Phasors for 3phase fault at load 5 terminal

Figure 5.5: Relay 1 SER for 3phase fault at load 5 terminals
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In order to verify the relay coordination, the fault currents flowing through lines 2-5
as measured by the VI block were injected into the relay to observe its performance.
Before doing this the settings developed in Section 4.1.4.2 were sent to the relay.
Figure 5.6 shows the HMI screen displaying the currents and voltages seen by the
relay during a 3 phase fault at load 5 terminals. Figure 5.7 shows the event report
snapshot from Synchrowave software for the fault at load bus 5 and seen by relay 2.

Figure 5.6: Relay 2 HMI Screen for 3phase fault at load 5 terminal
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Figure 5.7: Relay 2 Event Report for 3phase fault at load 5 terminal

Figure 5.8: Relay 2 SER for 3phase fault at load 5 terminal
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5.1.1.2

Fault at remote end of line 2-5 in forward direction

In order to ensure the operation of relay R2, a three-phase fault was created at the
remote end of lines 2-5 which was in the forward direction as seen from relay R2. The
operation of relay R2 was verified for its forward directional supervision. Figure 5.9
shows the HMI for remote end fault; Figure 5.10 shows the phasor and Figure 5.11
shows the SER data for this fault. It can be clearly observed that the 51P1 elements
pick up first as current first crossed this pickup setting, but has to wait to time out
as per the US3 curve. Then 50P1 pickups and as it does not have any time delay set;
it asserts the Trip bit of the relay.

Figure 5.9: Relay 2 HMI Screen for 3phase fault at remote end of line 2-5
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Figure 5.10: Relay 2 Phasors for 3phase fault at remote end of line 2-5

Figure 5.11: Relay 2 SER for 3phase fault at remote end of line 2-5
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5.1.1.3

Fault behind R2 in Reverse direction

Directional element supervision was enabled in the relay by setting the E32 to Y, thus
adding directional supervision to the overcurrent elements. This was done to ensure
selectivity of relay operation during faults in IEEE 5 Bus system, which is a ring
bus. To test this a fault was created just behind the relay R2 and its operation was
verified. Figure 5.12 shows the HMI for remote end fault and Figure 5.13 shows the
phasor. The relay R2 didn’t trip for this fault which means the overcurrent element
has enough supervision to make it secure.

Figure 5.12: Relay 2 HMI Screen for 3phase fault at Reverse of R2
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Figure 5.13: Relay 2 Phasors for 3phase fault at Reverse of R2
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5.2

Testing of Modified IEEE 5 Bus System Microgrid with Distributed Generators

IEEE 5 Bus system was modified to include distributed generators such as Solar,
Wind, etc. which is discussed in 4.2. Testing this microgrid involved tests performed
at different modes of operation of the microgrid. The testing and related observation
for grid-connected and islanded modes are discussed in the following section. During
this testing, all the faults created were single line to ground faults.

5.2.1

Grid Connected Mode

Grid-connected mode is the one when the Point of Common Coupling circuit breaker
is closed. This mode of operation has the strongest source, thus the fault current
magnitude is very high. The settings for this mode are discussed in Section 4.2.3.1.
Testing this mode involved creating an SLG fault at Load 5 Terminals and verifying
the relay operation of relay R1 and R2 for the same fault. Figure 5.14 shows the HMI
for SLG fault at load 5 terminals; Figure 5.15 shows the metering screen and Figure
5.16 shows the SER data for the same fault. It can be seen that the relay was able
to detect and generate a trip for this fault, thus verifying the relay settings.
Figure 5.17 shows the HMI screen of relay 2 for SLG fault at load 5 terminals; Figure
5.18 shows the phasor and Figure 5.19 shows the SER data for the same fault as
seen by Relay 2. It can be observed that the relay tripped on 67P1 which means the
directional supervision works.
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Figure 5.14: Relay 1 HMI Screen for SLG fault at Load 5 terminals

Figure 5.15: Relay 1 MET for SLG fault at Load 5 terminals

Figure 5.16: Relay 1 SER for SLG fault at Load 5 terminals
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Figure 5.17: Relay 2 HMI Screen for SLG fault at Load 5 terminals

Figure 5.18: Relay 2 Phasor for SLG fault at Load 5 terminals

Figure 5.19: Relay 2 SER for SLG fault at Load 5 terminals
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5.2.2

Islanded Mode

In the islanded mode of operation, the PCC was opened and one distributed generator was feeding the whole microgrid. Only one distributed generator was kept
on for a particular mode due to controller tuning issue resulting in power swings in
the microgrid. Controller tuning and Optimal load flow were not the scope of this
project,thus to verify the relay operation during both modes, one source at a time was
brought into the picture. The following section describes the testing performed on
the islanded mode of operation of microgrid and only details the operation of solarpowered microgrid state; wind-powered offered similar behavior which is discussed in
the succeeding sections.
To understand and mimic the issue of using the same settings while transitioning
from grid-connected to islanded mode, the relay settings were kept the same, and
mode was changed from grid connected to islanded. An SLG fault was created at the
same locations as in grid-connected mode (Load 5 Terminal) and remote end of line
2-5 for which the relay behavior was observed. As it is evident from Figure 5.20 and
Figure 5.21 that the relays didn’t generate a trip command for both of these faults
as the current seen was less than the pickup settings of the relays.
To overcome this issue, new pickup values were calculated which are explained in
Section 4.2.3.2 for Solar as well as Section 4.2.3.3 for Wind. These settings were
tested which are described in the sections to follow. The same faults were simulated,
but this time new settings were sent to the relay before the simulation. It can be seen
from the Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23 that the relay was successfully able to detect
and generate a trip for these faults. Figure 5.24 and Figure 5.25 show the SER report
for these faults.
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Figure 5.20: Relay 1 HMI for SLG fault at Load 5 terminals in Islanded Mode

Figure 5.21: Relay 2 HMI for SLG fault at Line 2-5 in Islanded Mode
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Figure 5.22: Relay 1 Operation HMI for SLG fault at Load 5 in Islanded Mode

Figure 5.23: Relay 2 Operation HMI for SLG fault at Line 2-5 in Islanded Mode
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Figure 5.24: Relay 1 Operation SER for SLG fault at Load 5 in Islanded Mode

Figure 5.25: Relay 2 Operation SER for SLG fault at Line 2-5 in Islanded Mode

5.2.3

Testing Settings Group Change

Three settings groups were developed for grid-connected, Islanded with Solar, and
Islanded with Wind. Each setting group was triggered using input contacts. The
status of these input contacts was changed by changing the state of the microgrid.
Figure 5.26, Figure 5.27 and Figure 5.28 show the settings group change for the
assertion of respective input contact. SER for these group settings changes is shown
in Figure 5.29. It can be seen from the SER that there is a time lag of 0.129 secs
between the assertion of input contact and settings group change. This issue is
switching the settings group in real-time, the system is rendered without protection
for the time lag. If a fault occurs during this instant, the system won’t be able to
detect it and it can create stability issues due to prolonged time requirement for fault
clearing.

5.2.4

Testing Adaptive Settings without Settings Group
Change

The developed algorithm was tested using the settings developed in the earlier sections
for all modes of microgrid operation. The relay R1 was tested and the adaptive
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Figure 5.26: Settings Group change to Group 1 due to IN101 assertion

Figure 5.27: Settings Group change to Group 2 due to IN102 assertion

Figure 5.28: Settings Group change to Group 3 due to IN103 assertion
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Figure 5.29: SER for group settings change

algorithm operation was verified. A SLG fault was simulated at Load 5 terminals
and the states of microgrid were changed accordingly which automatically altered the
pickup. The pickup values seamlessly followed the grid states and there was not a
single moment when the system was left without protection. Figure 5.30 and Figure
5.31 show the HMI and SER for relay 1 grid connected mode and IN101 asserted. As
IN101 is asserted the active pickup setting is the one that is set for grid connected
mode and the relay is able to detect fault as seen from the figures.

Figure 5.30: Relay 1 HMI for grid connected mode and IN101 asserted

Figure 5.32 and Figure 5.33 show the operation of relay for islanded Solar connected
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Figure 5.31: Relay 1 Phasor for grid connected mode and IN101 asserted

mode and IN101 asserted. This condition was intentionally created to verify the
algorithm. In this case the 50P2 was picked up but as the input IN101 was made one
and IN102 was zero, the 67P2 was not able to assert and the relay didn’t generate a
trip.
To further verify the algorithm, the IN101 was dropped and IN102 was asserted. The
relay was able to generate a trip as shown in Figure 5.34. The same was tested with
IN103 and Islanded mode with wind Connected, the HMI for which is shown in Figure
5.35.
The complete SER for all the testing performed on the developed algorithm is shown
in Figure 5.36. It can be clearly seen that the assertion of input bit controls the trip
generation although the relay element is picked up. Thus, the only shortcoming of
this scheme is that if the input contact status fails then the relay will not be able to
generate a trip.
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Figure 5.32: Relay 1 HMI for Islanded Solar connected mode and IN101 asserted

Figure 5.33: Relay 1 Phasor for Islanded Solar connected mode and IN101 asserted
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Figure 5.34: Relay 1 HMI for Solar connected mode and IN102 asserted

Figure 5.35: Relay 1 HMI for Wind connected mode and IN103 asserted
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Figure 5.36: Complete SER for Algorithm Testing
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

This chapter concludes the findings of this research project. The future scope and
work for this project are also described herein in brief.

6.1

Conclusions of Adaptive Protection

The relay settings group change is a good method to address the short circuit level
change from grid-connected mode to islanded mode and its operation was successfully
verified on IEEE 5 Bus test-bus modified into a microgrid. Settings were developed
and the coordination between feeder and line relays was verified on standard 5 Bus
as well as modified 5 Bus microgrid system. The issue of the settings group change
method which renders the system without protection for a time period while the
settings group is being changed was identified and addressed by making use of the
internal relay algorithm to develop an algorithm that can have adaptive pickup values
depending on the state of microgrid. The developed algorithm was tested using
the same pickup settings and the operation was verified for all possible cases. The
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algorithm successfully passed the testing and shows a promising potential solution
for microgrid adaptive protection algorithm.
Following conclusions were derived by testing adaptive algorithm.

† Adaptive group change in the relay while in service has a time period for which
the relay is not protecting the system. This time period depends on relay
input contact debounce timer settings (typically 0.25 cycles); group change
delay settings and the time required by the relay to switch between protection
groups. This can range from 100 ms to 1 s in some cases.

† The developed adaptive algorithm without group change requirement overcomes
the issue with group change algorithm. Also, the maximum settings group
that can be switched is 6. This is also overcome and the limiting factor in the
developed algorithm is only the relay input contacts (can be up to 16) or remote
bits (up to 32)

6.2

Conclusions of Relay in Loop

The relay in the loop method is versatile to test the relay settings and developed
algorithms in real-time with near to actual system modeling and testing. It also gives
the ability to verify the settings during the dynamic states of the microgrid. This
feature is really helpful to study the elements such as out of step and power swing
protection algorithms.
Following conclusions were noted for real time testing SEL-351S relay using OPAL-RT
as digital simulator.
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† The minimum time step for real time simulation should be 50 microseconds or
greater. If it is smaller than this, data overflow occurs in OP5600.
† There was a data loss seen in the signals read from OP5600 to host PC. This
was mainly due to Ethernet connectivity between host PC and OP5600. It can
be resolved by using an Ethernet switch and ensuring proper connectivity.

6.3

Future Work

The scope of this project was limited to testing the developed algorithm on SEL-351S
relay only which has limited input contacts and doesn’t have the feature to create a
protection free-form logic.
Following work can be done on this project in future.

† Real time testing can be performed on the developed logic in SEL-451 relay.The
future work on this project is to develop the algorithm in the SEL-451 relay
which has the ability to create a protection free form logic. Using this feature, a
customized protection element can be created that can implement this algorithm
on a wider scale and won’t be limited to just 4 pickup values. The limitation,
in that case, would only be the hardware limitation, which is the availability of
input contacts. The current SEL-451 relays have 16 input contacts which can
provide 16 different pickup values for different 16 states of the microgrid.
† Large systems with multiple pickup settings can be developed using protection
free form logic in SEL-451 relay.
† Number of pickup settings available is equal to number of input contacts or the
number of remote bits available. Thus, algorithm with remote bits as can be
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developed and verified for larger systems.
† Combined Solar and Wind with diesel simulation can be done by performing
control parameter tuning to achieve stable operation then test the system for
adaptive settings algorithms.
† Battery Energy Storage was not simulated. It can be done as future work.
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Appendix A
Appendix : Complete Relay
Settings
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Figure A.1: Settings for Relay 1
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Figure A.2: Settings for Relay at Line 2-5

Figure A.3: Settings for Grid Connected mode Relay 1
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Figure A.4: Settings for Grid Connected mode Relay 2

Figure A.5: Settings for Relay 1 in Islanded Microgrid with Solar
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Figure A.6: Settings for Relay 2 in Islanded Microgrid with Solar
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